
Supplementary methods 

 

Network expansion of OA associated genes 

Network diffusion algorithms have been successfully used to predict genes involved in diseases 

using the principle that genes in close protein-protein interaction (PPI) network proximity to 

known disease genes may share biological functions and therefore be candidate disease 

modulators[1]. We used a network diffusion algorithm which models heat flow from animal 

model OA genes along interactions in a PPI network. The node scores at equilibrium are a 

measure of proximity to the known OA genes, since genes surrounded by OA genes will have a 

high heat flow. This method therefore allows systematic prioritisation of known OA genes by 

highlighting yet unstudied genes in similar pathways to the known OA genes. The OmnipathR 

(v1.0.0) and bioGRID (v3.5.186) collections of curated PPIs was downloaded and combined for 

use as a network.[2,3] The DiffuStats “raw” method was used to diffuse heat flow from the OA 

genes across the largest connected component of the network with default parameters and the 

genes in the network were subsequently ranked by the heat score.[4] For repeated cross-

validation, 80% of known OA genes were randomly sampled 100 times and used as input for the 

network diffusion. The ranks of the remaining sets of 20% known OA genes compared to 

unlabelled genes were used to test the predictive performance of this approach. Newly reported 

animal model OA associations from the 2020 OARSI conference abstracts were used as a 

validation of predictive performance on new findings. The Wilcox test was used to test the 

expected and the observed protein ranks. GWAS signal variants were retrieved from a recent 

review.[5] Target drug tractability information was obtained from the OpenTargets platform.[6] 
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